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Research Internship for Students of Project Management
PM World, Inc. is a digital publishing and information services company based in Addison, Texas,
USA. The company publishes the monthly online PM World Journal (ISSN: 2330-4880) at
www.pmworldjournal.com. The journal has been published monthly since August 2012, is indexed by
EBSCO (one of the world’s largest database providers for libraries and universities) and is now
recognized as one of the leading online publications serving the global project management world.
Launched in February 2014, the PM World Library (PMWL) at www.pmworldlibrary.net provides an
archive for all works published in the PM World Journal. Both the journal and library are focused on
the global program and project management (P/PM) field, which is rapidly growing in government,
industrial and non-profit organizations worldwide. Organized to resemble a digital version of a more
traditional library, the PMWL is growing into a robust specialist library for those involved with
projects of all kinds. Access to a wide variety of resources is now included, with more resources being
added on a regular basis.
PM World offers several unpaid research internships for students of project management to
conduct research and assist with populating the PMWL. Communications and work is performed
virtually. Approximately 1-2 hours per week of work is anticipated (based on student’s schedule).
Academic reference required (professor or university administrator). Benefits to successful
candidates include: 5 years of free access to all contents in the library; individual intern showcase
webpage where profile and research results are posted; recognition on team pages on the PMWJ and
PMWL websites, and with each contribution; opportunity to learn more about program/project
management, and to deep dive into specific topics; introduction to other interns around the world;
Certificate of Completion and Letter of Recommendation on successful completion of internship.
Participating students are generally at the graduate level, studying for a master’s degree in or related
to project management. See participating interns at https://pmworldlibrary.net/university-interns/
This position may or may not qualify for university credit (students are responsible for applying for
university credit). Internships are for approximately 20 weeks, during which interns are expected to
contribute 16 research results (one per week in a standard format), after which students can add the
experience to her or his résumé for career purposes.
For more information, contact
Editor@pmworldjournal.com or Help2@pmworldlibrary.net.

